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1. He was among the pioneers in the 
use of aluminum for furniture, and 
his contribution included 
improvements and patents to 
(facilitate / undermine) mass 
production. 

2. Despite thinking that we would 
like the freedom to change our 
minds, it appears that we are happier 
with our choices if we think they 
can’t be changed, which means we 
would be better off if we made 
romantic commitments more 
(permanent / permanently) and 
more difficult to break, rather than 
less.  

3. Brains are behavioural organs, 
and behavioural adaptation, being 
immediate and non-random, is 
(vastly / subtly) more efficient than 
genetic adaptation. 

4. Because millions of chaotic 
events occur more or less 
(simultaneous / simultaneously), 
the statistical law of chance teaches 
us that the effects of these cancel out 
each other. Thus, we can have a 
trend of approximately regular and 
predictable behavior. 

5. Einstein wanted to illuminate the 
workings of the universe with a 
(clarity/ vagueness) never before 
achieved, allowing us all to stand in 
awe of its sheer beauty and elegance.  

6. Humor reframes potentially 
divisive events into merely 
“laughable” ones which are put in 
perspective as helpful to (unifying / 
disintegrating) values held by 
organization members.  

7. The boundaries among business 
units were (deliberate / deliberately) 
ambiguous because more than 
technical information was needed to 
get a feeling for the problem.  

8. An overweight teen may eat  
(greedily / moderately) while 
around his friends but then devour 
huge portions when alone.  

 

9. Back in the 1870’s, Sholes & Co., 
a leading manufacturer of 
typewriters at the time, received 
many (complaints / compliments) 
from users about typewriter keys 
sticking together if the operator went 
too fast.  



10. Feedback is usually most 
(effective / ineffective) when you 
offer it at the earliest opportunity, 
particularly if your objective is to 
teach someone a skill.

11. Larger groups also put more 
pressure on their members to 
(conform/ disobey). In such groups, 
it is harder for everyone to take part 
equally in effective discussions or to 
have the same amount of influence 
on decisions.  

12. Oceanic birds fly for days at a 
time without land to serve as a 
reference point, yet they seem to be 
able to perfectly navigate and know 
where they are. The assumption is 
that they use the stars and a(n) 
(inborn / learned) magnetic sense 
to guide them toward their 
destinations. 

13. Research shows that people who 
watch a lot of news on television 
(understate / overestimate) the 
threats to their well-being. Why? It’s 
because television focuses on news 
that makes the world seem like a 
more dangerous place than it 
actually is.   

14. As you know, the costs of 
providing first-rate education just 
keep going up. We’ve done 
everything we can to contain costs 
without (maintaining / 
compromising) quality.   

15. Chunking is vital for cognition 
of music. If we had to (encode / 
decode) it in our brains note by note, 
we’d struggle to make sense of 
anything more complex than the 
simplest children’s songs.  

16. In addition, a new institutional 
structure is needed where the 
decision- making process is 
(collaborative / individual) and 
involves face-to-face negotiations 
among a variety of stakeholders with 
relatively consensual decision rules.   

17. However, language offers 
something more valuable than mere 
information exchange. Because the 
meanings of words are not (unstable 
/ invariable) and because 
understanding always involves 
interpretation, the act of 
communicating is always a joint, 
creative effort.  



18. Many began a migration from 
farms to the city in between 1880 
and 1920. This occurred mainly 
because small farms weren’t able to 
afford to (upgrade / degrade) their 
technology and many were no 
longer able to support the entire 
family. 

19. The essence of science is to 
uncover patterns and regularities in 
nature by finding algorithmic 
compressions of observations. But 
the raw data of observation rarely 
exhibit (implicit / explicit) 
regularities. 

20. Opportunities for work might 
have increased as the period 
progressed, as manufacturing 
(standardized / diversified) and 
commerce intensified from the mid-
seventeenth to the mid-eighteenth 
centuries.

21. However, if the assignment were 
stated somewhat (vividly / vaguely), 
then you would have more room to 
think and be more creative. 

22. In drug testing, duplicates of a 
single dose are placed at different 
sites as a further way of assessing 
for false positives or negatives. If 
results are (accordant / discordant) 

for the same drug, they are repeated 
in duplicate. 

23.  In neutral context, a more 
(valid / biased) survey can be 
conducted about an organization’s 
reputation, products, or services. 

24. A slim boy who hopes to make 
the wrestling team may routinely 
overload his plate with foods that are 
(dense / deficient) in carbohydrates 
and proteins to ‘bulk up’ like the 
wrestlers of his school.

25. Teenagers and young people are 
most (susceptible / unresponsive) 
to dangerous social media 
challenges because their brains are 
not yet fully developed, AAP said. 

26. (Horizontal / Vertical) 
separation of aircraft allows some 
flights to pass over airports while 
other processes occur below.

27. Doing a portrait, for example, 
the artist may ask the (subject / 
object) to look serious, not smile ― 
selecting a certain aspect of the 
person.  



28. Over-simply, ecosystems map 
out a food chain in which 
photosynthesizing plants are 
consumed by herbivores, which are 
in turn consumed by (predators / 
preys).  

29. Not all animal parents provide 
nourishment for their (ancestor / 
offspring). For example, crocodile 
mothers do not actually feed their 
young, instead preferring to let them 
learn to feed themselves.

30. Many people use their cleverness 
to (justify / falsify) and excuse 
themselves for the messiness of their 
workspaces. They say things like, “I 
know where everything is.” Or they 
say non-humorous things such as, 
“A clean desk is a sign of a sick 
mind.”  

31. Yet many writers are paralyzed 
by the thought that they are 
competing with everybody else who 
is trying to write and (presumably / 
barely) doing it better. 

32. It is often observed that once 
interaction between humans and pets 
has arisen, the termination of such 
interactional sequences invariably 
(originates / separates) from the 
human. This suggests that activities 

like walking the dog and playing 
with the cat only arise when time 
can be spared from the human 
owner’s other commitments.   

33. Since African American culture 
(appreciates / dismisses) a greater 
flexibility of gender roles and 
accepts a broader range of gender-
appropriate behaviors, African 
American women are not as bound 
as white women by gender role 
stereotypes. appreciates

34. What would qualify as evidence? 
At a minimum, propositions would 
be predictive, statistically significant, 
contain well-defined terms based on 
observable information, and would 
eliminate (plausible / improbable)  
alternative explanations for what is 
causing a particular problem.  

35. As a result, as cities develop and 
their residents become more  
(prosperous / poor), persuading 
people to choose not to use cars 
becomes an increasingly key focus 
of city managers and planners.

36. Some people are naturally good 
presenters, but brushing up on your 
skills in this area will prove 
(profitable / unprofitable). 



37. Richard Burton went on to 
become a praised actor of stage and 
screen, who was (nominating / 
nominated) for an Academy Award 
seven times, but never won an Oscar. 

38. Scientists have discovered that 
mobile flowers are visited more 
often by pollinating insects than 
their more static (components / 
counterparts).

39. After Kidd (took / resigned) his 
position, Buckland was appointed 
his successor at the college.

40. One of the surest cures for 
scientific illiteracy is great scientific 
literature, writing that does not 
merely translate technical terms into 
plain English or (explain / 
explaining) complicated ideas 
simply.

 



정답

1. facilitate

2. permanent

3. vastly

4. simultaneously

5. clarity

6. unifying

7. deliberately

8. moderately

9. complaints

10. effective

11. conform

12. inborn

13. overestimate

14. compromising

15. encode

16. collaborative

17. invariable

18. upgrade

19. explicit

20. diversified

21. vaguely

22. discordant

23. valid

24. dense

25. susceptible

26. Vertical

27. subject

28. predators

29. offspring

30. justify

31. presumably

32. originates

33. appreciates

34. plausible

35. prosperous

36. profitable

37. nominated

38. counterparts

39. resigned

40. explain


